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Large Jewelry Presentation Box (PM16629)

We're sorry, this product is no longer available.

Product Information

Availability:
Usually ships same or next business day. If custom personalization is selected, item will ship in 1-
2 business days.

Exterior Dimensions:
6-1/2" W x 1-5/8" H x 2-7/8" D

Large Personalized Presentation Box
Bring memories to an even more personal level by engraving this personalized presentation box with a
name and dates or special message. **Cremation jewelry not included.**

Engraving
Engraving can be done in either a script or block font style. Engraving can be up to 4 lines, 35 characters
per line. Engraving will be done on the metal insert inside the presentation box.

Product Reviews

Showing the most helpful 3 reviews:

Love it.

Reviewed By: Jack Mutch on 10/02/2013

Just wanted to say that I'm very happy with the large presentation box that I
ordered. The engraving is beautiful and the quality of the box is excellent l. I've had many friends comment
on how nice it is.

Presentation box

Reviewed By: Sandy on 05/14/2016

Nice. Would like to be able to remove the plaque.

Perfect Memorials Comment:

Thank you for your order and feedback. We apologize for the inconvenience in this matter. The plaque
inside of the jewelry box is meant to be placed permanently inside the box. Unfortunately, there is no way to

https://perfectmemorials.com/large-jewelry-presentation-box-p-15629.html

https://perfectmemorials.com/large-jewelry-presentation-box-p-15629.html
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omit the plaque in this jewelry box. However, we do sell separately a smaller plain velvet box that does not
have the plaque space. We do again apologize for the confusion. If you should have any further questions
please let us know, thank you.

Very Happy

Reviewed By: Jack M. on 09/27/2013

Just received my order for this large presentation box and I'm very happy with the
engraving and the quality of the box. Processing of my order was quick. I would order from you guys again
if I ever need anything. Thank You...
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